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ABSTRACT 

Most applications of the cloudy bag aodel to nN scattering involve 

unltarlslng the bare dlagraas arising fro* the Lagranglan by Iterating In a 

Llppmnn-Schwlnger equation. However analyses of the renoraallsatlon of 

the coupling constant proceed by Iterating the Lagranglan to a given order 

In the bare coupling constant. These two different approaches neans there 

Is an Inconsistency between the calculation of phase shifts and the 

calculation of renoraallsatlon. A renedy to this problea in presented that 

has the added advantage of Improving the fit to the phase shifts In the P 

channel. This Is achieved by using physical values of the coupling 

constant In the crossed clngrna which reduces the repulsion rather than 

adds attraction. This approach can be Justified by examining equations for 

the iwN systesi that Incorporate three-body unitarlty. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Chlral bag Models have enjoyed a considerable degree of popularity In 

recent years, due to their ability to incorporate quark degrees of freedoa 

in descriptions of aeson-baryon Interactions. In particular, the version 

known as the cloudy bag aodel (CBN) has been used wl'.h apparent success In 
1 2 3 4 both the «N ' and RN sectors. However, despite the initial success in 

describing the low energy P., nN phase shifts, aost attempts In the P . 

channel ' have been disappointing to say the least. The P . phase shifts 

have traditionally been difficult to describe, requiring a detailed 

cancellation between the low energy repulsion froa the nucleon pole and the 

attractive aechanlsas that doainate at higher energies to produce the Roper 

resonance. Calculations based on Iterating the basic CBN interactions in a 

Llppaann-Schwinger equation have usually produced an aaplltude that is auch 

too repulsive at low energies, a consequence of relying on a Roper pole 

tern to provide the donlnant attraction. Although this Is quite capable of 

forcing the phase shifts through 90" at the Roper resonance energy. It does 

not provide enough attraction at low energy to cancel the repulsion and 

produce the snail, negative phase shifts. 

It la clear froa the large probability for decay of the Roper via the 

process R •» «A -» wwN that a coaplete description of the P.. channel In the 

vicinity of the Roper resonance should Include contributions froa at least 

two plon states which are oaltted in the usual Llppaann-Schwlnger approach. 

This Is evident in purely phenoaenologlcal calculations which, although 

reproducing the phase shifts quite well, are Incapable of becoalng 

Inelastic below the no threshold . Although Ideally these contributions 

would be included In a three-body description, an laproveaent to the fit In 

the Pj, channel has been obtained by phenoaenological Inclusion of a nn 
7 Interaction Into a CBN description . 

The above calculations all generste unitary phase shifts by Iterating 
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the elementary dlagraas that arise fro* the CRN Lagranglan In a Llppmann 

Schwinger equation. This procedure gives rise to a rennrmnlIsatIon of the 

bare uNN coupling constant, which can be deterained fro* the residue of the 

sN amplitude at the nucleon pole. However, to date the only estimation of 

the effects of renoraalIsatIon on the coupling constant have relied on the 

calculation of a snail subset of dlagraas from the Multiple scattering 
2 series . This Indicated that the renoraalisatIon was small, with a bare 

coupling constant squared of about 0.09 to 0.10 needed to reproduce the 

experiaental value of 0.08. Consequently, all of the analyses of nN 

scattering described above have uaed bare coupling constants In this range. 

In this paper we examine the Implications of removing this discrepancy 

between the calculation of phase shifts, and the calculation of the 

renoraalisatIon. by extracting the value of the renoi-aa!ised coupling 

constant directly froa the Lippannn-Schwinger equation. The results of 

this are sonewhat disturbing. Me find that If we use the hare coupling 

constant suggested, then the renoraallsed coupling constant squared turns 

out to be too snail (about 0.06). Closer examination shows that the 

discrepancy arises because soae dlagraas Important to the calculation of 

the renoraalIsatIon are not included in the partial summation of the 

perturbation series vln the Ltppmnnn-Schwinger equntloii. These (Hasinas 

are excluded frna the l.lppannu-Schwinger equation which only respects two 

body unitarity but are partly included in a description of TIN scattering 

that satisfies two and three body unitarity. This observation leads us to 

examine the consequences of starting with equations that ohry two and 

three-body unitarity and then neglecting contt IhutIons which are 

unimportant at low energies. Mhat we find is that the bare coupling 

constant should only appear in the pole diagram. The vertices that fora 

the crossed diagram are dressed mid therefore should have Hie exprrimeutnl 

coupling constant. This significantly reduces the magnitude of the hare 
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coupling constant required to reproduce the physical value. As a result, 

the strength of the repulsive nucleon polv dlagraa Is reduced while the 

attractive crossed and contact diagrams reaaln approximately the saae, 

resulting In an Immense improvement In the P phase shifts. 

The equations we present In this paper are general, needing as their 

Input B~wB and nB~nB Interactions. These Interactions can be taken either 

fro* a Microscopic description such as a bag aodel or phenomenology. In 

this paper we use the version of the CBN In which the plons couple to the 

quarks throughout the bag voluae . After expansion to second order In the 

plon field + the Lagranglan is 

/ - {|q(i)3q(x|- B)e v - |q(x)q(x»As • | 0 M f | 2 

• yl-^i*)yVy^'9jq{x)B - - i
5qlx)y Mv(*-a • )q(x)etf . (1.1) 
ir 

where q(x) and *(x) are the quark and plon fields, f la the plon decay 
*• n 

constant and B Is the bag energy dennlty. A is a surface delta function 

and e is one Inside and zero outside the bag. After projection onto the 

baryon subspace (see Appendix), the Interaction part of this Lagranglan 

contains a B-nB vertex (see Fig. 1(a)), a *B~nB contact tera (Fig. 1(b)) as 

well as a B-nuB vertex (Fig. 1(c)) which Is not Included In the present 

analysis. 

In Sec. II we show how to extract the renoraallsed coupling constant 

froa the Lippaann-Schwlnger equation. Including a discussion of how to 

correctly handle the Inclusion of N states. Thf results of this procedure 

Is presented In Sec. III. Sec. IV suaaarlses the three-body i?*N equations 

which have been formulated In Ref. 9 and shows the lapllent ions to the 

purely two body systea with the results presented In Sec- V. In Sec. VI we 

present our conclusions. The CBN Lagrnnglan and the basic dIngrafts Hint 

arise after projection onto the bnryon subspnee and fora the Input to our 

equations are described In detail In (he Appendix. 
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II. TWO-BODY BQUATIONS: FOPJULISM 

In thla aectlon we ahow how the coupling constant and m a a 

renoraallsatlons are calculated to the saae order as Is obtained by solving 

the Llppaann-Schwlnger equation. The Method Is to reorganise the diagrams 

summed by the Llppaann-Schwlnger equation Into pole and non-pole parte and 

then extract thw coupling constant froa the pole part. Thla can be done 

either by direct manipulation of the Llppaann-Schwlnger equation t'lth a 

potential consisting of a pole and non-pole teras . or by the technique 

of classification of dlagraas according to their Irreduclblllty. The 

latter aethod has been applied to the »B systea In Ref. 12 and we nerely 

suaaarlse the results here. 

Before we can classify the set of all dlagraas contributing to the 

process *B~iB (B » nucleon or delta), propagator dressing aust be carried 

out on all baryons In order to ensure that all cuts that separate Initial 
12 and final states lead to connected dlagraas Ne Implement this In 

practice by ensuring that Internal nB propagators use the physical bnrynn 

•asses and by associating a factor of 1 with each external baryon leg (7 

Is the baryon wave function renoraallaatlon constant). In so doing, we air 

assualng that the factor of Z. which arises froa dressing a baryon line In 

the presence of another plon can be neglected. This assuaption. which al*« 

avoids aelf-conslatency problems In calculating 7. , will be reconsidered In 

Sec. IV. 

Using the technique of classification of dIngram* the amplitude for nl' 

scattering t can be expressed as the ana of a pole and non-pole term* 

t , 0 ,(E) * t m(F.) • f m t ( e ) d ( E ) f m ( E ) (2.1) 

where t Is the HB-DB amplitude, f Is the B«wB amplitude and d is the 

dressed B propagator. The superscript refers to the Irreduclblllty of the 

amplitude. The nucleoli and delta are treated on the same fooling In the 



sense that t Is s 2*2 Matrix. If the Roper pole Is to be Included then f 

Is a 3*2 aatrlx and d la 3*3. If the Roper la excluded then f and d are 

both 2*2 Matrices. The non-pole part of the anplltude, t . satisfies a 
(2) Llppaann-Schwlnger equation with driving potential t 

t ( , )(E) - t < 2 )(8) • t ( 2 ,(B)g(E)t m(E) . (2.2) 

where g Is the one particle Irreducible wB propagator. Here f la 
(2) written In term of the 2-partlcle Irreducible B*-nB vertex f as 

f ( l ,(B) - f 1 2' • f*,,f|I>t',NlJ . C2.3) 

The dressed baryon propagator appearing In Eq. (2.1) Is given by 

d-,(E> - d ( 0 M ( B ) - Z U , ( B ) (2.4) 

where the self energy X (E) Is given by 

£ ( I ,(E) - f m(E)g(E)f ( 2 , t (2.5) 

and the bare baryon propagator d la a diagonal natrlx with eleaents 

d'° M(B> - B - a'0' (2.6) 
a a 

(0) where • Is the bare sass of baryon a. a 
If we are concerned with aalntalnlng only 2-body unltarlty, then the 

(2) (2) 

vsrtex f and the amplitude t can be taken froa phenomenology or a bag 

•odel. With this choice the dlagraaaatlc content of Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and 

(2.5) are Illustrated In Plga. 2, 3 and 4 respectively. He also take the 

nB propagator g to be real and diagonal with poles appropriate to physical 

•asses. That Is, we take 
fa(p:E) - [E - (p 2 • n 2 ) * - (p2 • •J)'*] (2.7) 

It should be noted that Bqs. (2.1) to (2.6) are equivalent to solving 

the Llppaann-Schwlnger equation 

t'0,(E) • V(E) • v(E)g(E)t(0)(E) (2.6) 

with the potential 



v(E) - t<2'(E> • f < 2 , V O J ( E > f ( 2 > (2 9) 

Before Eqs. (2.11 to (2.6) can be used It Is necessary to perfor* a 

partial wave expansion In order to reduce the dimensionality of the 

Integrals. After partial wave expansion and consideration of the antrix 

nature of the equations, the nB~nB amplitude Is labelled by the orbital 

angular aoaentua (I), the total angular aoaentun (J) and the total Isospin 

(T) as well as the Initial and final baryons (a. 3. T etc.). The hat yon 

labels run over the nucleon and delta as well as the Roper where 

appropriate. Eq. (2.1) becoaes 

(0)*JT. . .(l)UT t _ (P . P„: t» - « „ (P . P„: 11 oB , K o *P «3 " a *3 

f , n ( p ;E)d ,' T(F.)f ,' ,(p r t;K) 
itair *a tn n3« 3 

(2.10) 
Yoe(tJT) 

where the sua Is over all baryons with quanttiM numbers (».)T) (e.g.. nuclron 

and Roper when tJT = P..)- The non-pole part, Eq. (2.2). becomes 

laB ( V P P ; E ) * 'aB < W E ) 

I fav • I I dPvP„t Y }0 

2.(2)tJT. ...I1II.IT. 
'P«.«Pw:E'K„'P„;E't..a ( P ^ ' P „ ; E ) (2.II) 

Since the B*-nB aaplitude only has a contribution fro* « - I the only lube Is 

required are the Initial and final baryons. Me also write f , and f In 

place of f _ and f „ respectively to obtain «B n3 

,(D r n _. f(2). , 

UV^^^'v^CX-v*' (2.121 
Y '0 

m The superscript or Is used to denote that the nou pole amplitude t IK 

projected onto the partial wave whose quantum numbers (».IT) mutch those of 

the bnryon or. Note that this amplitude Is the siime for a - N and <Y • R. 

Finally Eqs. (2.41 and (2.S) hecoae 



tf«ii oB o ' oB ' (2.13) 

and 

^ , t J T ( E , - I J odp yp Y
2f<J», P v:E„ Y,p y;E,f|^(P Y) (214) 

where (a.B) € («JT». 

In order to extract the teporaallsed coupling constant fro» the pole 
p 

part of Eq. (2.1) we Bust ensure that d "(E) has a pole with residue one 

at the nucleon aass. If there were only one baryon associated with each 

partial wave (which would be the case If the Roper were oaltted) then this 

can be done quite slaply. The technique is essentially the sane as in 

Ref. 13 except that here we are dealing with aatrlces. The situation is 

aore difficult If the Roper is to be Included since the dressed baryon 

propagator d(E) is not diagonal. In the P channel it is (dropping the 

U T superscript) 

d '(E) - • - -J0' - C « > c<«. 
.(0) c<« (215) 

Since this aatrlx la real-syaaetric for E < • •• it can be diagonalised by 
N W 

an orthogonal aatrlx U such that 

d(E) s U d(E)U -
E - a j 0 ) - I N(E) 

» - - i 0 ' - «.«•• 
(2.16) 

with 

V • K ' - - i 0 ' * C«« • C«« 

(<• 
.(o) • 4>> .<°> I ^ W ) * • «CHl (2.17) 

and 



• ( " i 0 , ' C ' " - - i 0 , - C ' " ' 2 - C ' E ' ) 1 - «»•••» 
The orthogonal aatrix U Is given by 

1 v 
(1 •**!»«-« « 

(2.19) 

Kith 

lii'(E) - IM(E) £_(E) - E U N E I 

Defining 

Y"R«R 

with a sivllar expression for f ' enables us to write Eq. (2.10) as 
nap 

(neglecting IJT superscript since we are only considering the P channel 

here) 

This procedure ensures that we are correctly treating the physical nuclenn 
3 2 

as an admixture of bare nucleon ((Is. ) ) and Roper Mis. ) (2s. )) bag 

states. Typically we find that U U D Is about 10% of U u u. 

Now that we have diagonalised the dressed baryon propagator the 

procedure for extracting the renor«allsed coupling constant Is 

straightforward. Firstly we expand £L(K) In a Taylor series ahoiit m to 
N N 

write 
£NIEJ - }:„(•„) • IE - •„»£ ,„ • (E - % » 2 ^ 2 N | E | 12.231 

where 
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E1H " 3E ZM B - •_ 
(224) 

and ̂ 2N^B' l m * ' M n c t * o n chosen to produce the equality. If we choose the 

nucleon bare aaas such that 

•N • "i0* * V V (2.2B) 

then froa Eq. (2.16) we have 

aN

!(E) - (E - V o - ilH) 
(E - *n)T2Hi*) 

1 - 1 IN 
(2.26) 

or 

a M (E, - a ; (E)z 2 H 

where the nucleon wave function renoraallsatlon constant is 

•1 
2N (1 - I 1 N) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

and the renoraallsed nucleon propagator la 

dJ(E) - (E - % r " ( | - (E - •a}t„f„M)~t U.29) 

Note that aN(E) has the desired property of a pole at E - »„ with residue 

one. It la now a staple natter to extract the renoraallsed coupling 

constant froa Eq. (2.22) by evaluating the pole part at E • a giving us 

wNN 
, ?wNN ( p0'V 
•"" r ( 2 , m i 

Z 2 Mu(p 0R) . (2.30) 

where p. Is the on-shell aoaentua. u(pQR) is the bag vertex function given 

in Eq. (A4) and Is necessary for coaparlson with the Peynaan dlagraas in 

teras of which the experlaental coupling constant is defined. The .actor 

of Z,M arises as a consequence of the baryon dressing discussed at the 

beginning of Sec. II and f N | | la the bare coupling constant appearing In 

Eq. (A2). If the Roper pole tera Is to be oaltted then we replace f 

f ( 1 ) In Eq. (2.30) and £„ by iJJ* in Eq. (2.24). 

;(D by 
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If Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5) are truncated to the first two and the first 
terms In their series expansions respectively (see Figs. 3 and 4). the 
Roper pole dlagraa Is oaltted, and the two-particle Irreducible amplitude 
(2) t Is taken to be the crossed diagram, then F.q. (2.30) Is the same 

2 prescription as that used by Theberge, Miller and Thomas The factor of 

^ I N N * P 0 , " N , / iiNir'V l s e < l u , v a , e n t t o zi , n t n e l r novation 

III. 1 M U - B 0 0 Y EQUATIONS: RESULTS 
Ne can now begin to examine the consequences of (he nhove approach to 

renorma)Isatlon. If the Roper and the contact diagram are excluded and the 
series expansions are truncated as described above then we have the same 
model as Ref. 2. except that we use relatlvlstlc nit propagators and include 
baryon recoil in the crossed diagram. The bare coupling constant f .... is 

n NN 
p 

adjusted so that f defined above ls the expeiimental value of -/0 08 
The bare delta mass only enters Into the P„„, channel and therefore doesn't 

33 
affect the determination of the bare coupling constant. Its value can he 
determined by the requirement that the P phase shift go through 90° at 

33 
the delta mass. Since the bare nucleon mass is determined from F.q. 12 25) 
the only undetermined parameter Is the bag radius. The difference net ween 
truncating the series as in Ref. 2 (solid curve) and using the full series 
(dashed curve) can be seen In Fig. 5. which shows the hare roup I lug 

2 constant f „„. the nucleon wave function renormal Isat Ion 7..„ and the bare nNN in 

nucleon mass as functions of the bag radius. It is clear from these graphs 
that Including the hlghf terms in the series (generated by the Mppmann-
Schwlnger equation) drnritically alters the renorma". Isat Inn results. 
Closer examination shows that most of the difference comes from the second 
term in the series for >" (omitted In K< f . 2) which lias a contr I hut I en of 
about 50% of the first term for n l>n« radius of I fa Also, for radii less 
H u m I fm. using the full set-ion expansions, there Is no bare coupling 
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constant that Mill reproduce the experlaental value. This is reflected In 

the fact that the wavefunctlon renoraallsat;PJI constant. Z , becoaes 
ZN 

alaralngly saall. Since Z la the probability of finding a bare bag. It 
2N 

indicates that, for radii less than about 1 fa. pionlc effects are very 

important and the nucleon is essentially a nN bound state. 

The effect of Inciting the contact dlagraa is to decrease the 

required bare coupling constant as can be seen In Fig. S (dotted curve). 

Apart froa this alnor difference, Its Inclusion does not alter the basic 

results. 

An explanation of these undesirable features can be found by a careful 

exaalnation of the diagraaa that have been Included tnd those that have 

been excluded. In Figs. 6 and 7 we show all contributions In perturbation 

theory to the vertex and the derivative of the self energy to fifth and 

fourth order respectively in the bare coupling constant. In Fig. 7 the « 

Indicates which propagator the derivative acts on. It can be seen that 

there Is n one to one correspondence between diagraaa of each series. Note 

that Figs. 6(a) to 6(c) and 7(a) to 7(d) are explicitly Included in the 

expansions of Rqs. (2.3) and (2.R) while Figs. 6(f). 6(h). 7(e) and 7(g) 

are Included iaplicltly since the nB propagators have the physical baryon 

aasses. Since the degree of renoraalisatlon Is essentially the ratio of 

the teras in these two figures (see Eqs. (2.30) and (2.28)) It is laportant 

that for each dlagraa Included in f the corresponding dlagraa be 
9 (1) included in ~zl and vice versa. However Figs. 6(d) and 6(e) are not 

included in our expansion of f but their corresponding dlagraas 

(Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)) are included in n-Z A rough estimation suggests 
or* 

that the contribution froa Figs. 6(d) and 6(e) should be slallar In 

magnitude to that of Fig. 6(c) and hence should be Included. To put this 

into perspective, for a bag radius of I In and f •> 0.0B the contribution 

of Fig. 6(c) Is about 10% of the sua of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Slallar 
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diagrams are oaltted froa f at higher order In th» coupling constant 
3 (1) Mhlle their counterparts are Included In -~zl. 

Froa thia discussion It can be seen that the essence of the problea Is 

tha: the Llppa&nn-Schwinger equation oalts a certain class of dlagraas 

Mhlch play a crucial role In the calculation of the coupling constant. It 

aay be that, due to the correspondence between dlagraas contributing to 

f' 1' and those contributing to =xZ . the truncation to Pigs. 6(a). 6(b) 

and 7(a) (as In Ref. 2) will yield soaethlng close to the correct result. 

However if one then uses the resulting bare coupling constant to define the 

crossed and pole dlagraas and iterates thea in a Lippaann -Schwinger 

equation to calculate the phase shifts, then our results show that the 

physical coupling constant labedded in the calculation of the phase shifts 

Will not be the experlaental value of 0.06. In fact, using the saae 

paraaeters as used In Ref. 3 to coapute the P phase shifts (R = 1 fa, 

f 2
u u • 0.074. a'°* - 1510 HeV, f - 97 NeV) the renoraallsed coupling UNN R S 

constant squared turns out to be 0.064. 

A clue to a aeans of reaedyir.g this situation can be found by 

observing that the Llppaann-Schwtnger equation Is guaranteed to respect 

only up to two-body unltarlty while Figs. 6(d) and 6(e) are excluded 

because they only contribute to three-body unltarlty. This leads us to the 

next section where we exaalne the consequences to renoraallsation of 

Including three-body unltarlty In the nB equations. 

IV. THREE-BODY EQUATIONS: FORMALISM 

In Eqs. (2.1) to (2.6). we present a description of wB scattering that 

guarantees at least two-body unltarlty. Although they can be derived 

directly froa the Uppaann-Schwinger equation, their derivation In teraa of 

classification of dlngrnas according to their reduclblllty aakes It 

relatively straightforward to Include three-body unltnrlty. This has been 
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done in Ref. 9 and we slaply suaaarlse the results here. The technique Is 

to expose three-particle unltarlty cuts for all quantities that are 2-
(2) particle Irreducible (particularly t ) uslr.g the last cut lesaia. This 

will produce aaplltudes that are 3-particle Irreducible and provide a 

connection to the v*B Hllbert space. 

In the two-body equations used above, the only Interactions that are 

needed frost the Interaction Lagranglan are those whose initial and final 

states are fro* the one- and two-body Hllbert apaces. Including the three-
-2 body Hllbert apace weans that the B«-«wB dlagraa of order f . shown in 

Fig. 1(c), which provides a direct connection between the one- and three-

body Hilbert spaces now needs to be considered. Unfortunately, Inclusion 

of this tera tends to wake the resulting equations soaewhat unwieldy. For 

the tlaie being we shall restrict our basic Interactions to the B*-nB vertex 

and and direct nB~nB Interactions such as the contact dlagraa. 

Previously, the only two-body Initial and final states were nB states. 

Now we have the possibility of wB , where B is a uB resonance, and pB, 

where p is i n resonance. As a consequence we need to nodlfy our 

notation. Ne refer to the two plons as particles 1 and 2 and the baryon as 
* particle 3. For X - 1 or 2, T._ will denote an aaplltude with nB final 

state, where B Is a bound state of plon \ and the baryon, while T__ 
3B 

represents an aaplltude with pB final state. Since the aaplltude for «B»iiB 

couples to T._, for consistency we use T__ In place of t. Ne retain the 

superscripts referring to the lrreduclbllty of the aaplltude and drop the 

energy arguaent which Is understood. The nucleon and delta are still 

treated on an equal footing through the aatrlx nature of the aaplltudes. 

Using this notation Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) becoae 

and 
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f m = f ( 2 ,«. • „TJJ>) . M.21 
while Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) are unchanged. T „ Is a solution of the 

coupled set of equations 

• I F^NnoS. N1 2 ,(O)GT (' ) (4.3a) , d la d ao la 

and 

I a 

Here F Is used to denote a nB*-miB amplitude while N describes the process 

«nB"iinB. The subscript d Means that the amplitude Is the iHsc<>niiectf<l purl 

only. Throughout this section, a number In parentheses following nn 

amplitude Indicates which plon takes part in the Interaction with the 

exception of the nnB"imB amplitude M.. In this case, if the number is a 1 
d 

or 2 It refers to the plon taking part in the Interaction, while a 3 lahnls 

the amplitude In which the baryon is a spectator. The Latin letters i. J 

etc. are used where the sum Is over the two plons and Creek letters 

Indicate summation over the plons and the baryon. Also fi •- I .5 ,. 
r tt|4 a p 

Note that the contact diagram of Fig. 1(b) now enters through the 3-(3) particle Irreducible amplitude t The above equations are similar to 
14 those presented by Fitda for the nuN system using proportion operator 

(2) (2) techniques. The amplitudes F' and M. can he written ns a a 

F n

2 ,<»» - }'. • ^ Y l K ^ ' m S j j (44 ) 

and 

*J2,I«.I XOmJiW^ I f « t . 2 

d V n ( 3 ) If « 3 . ( l r>) 

III the aliovp d ( I ) Is the propagator of p ion I . d Is the bar yon propagator 
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and t (3) is the 1-particle Irreducible nwim aaplltude. Note that the 

2*2 aatrix structure of n. Is aaintalned since d and t (3) are scalars 
a v 

while T* (1) and d are Matrices. The centre of ansa energy e at which the BB 
aaplltudes T' (1) and f appearing In Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) are needed BB 
'.<lll always satisfy e - E-u < E-a where E la the ca> energy at which the 

P » 
nB~iiB aaplltude T__ of Eq. (4.1) is required. Hence It is always possible BB 
to work up In energy fron below the scattering threshold where T B B and 

BB 

therefore f are real In Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), and the coupling to the 

TTB and pB can be neglected. 

Equations. (4.4) and (4.5) are expressed diagraaaatically in Figs. 8 

and 9 respectively. Note that the crossed dlagraa arises in Eq. (4.3a) 

froa the tera 
,(2),™ »(2)t,i4 _ r Al),,^t Al)i, I ' i" , n o i i i rd ( J I • I f ( , , V i j f (J) - (4.6) 

An laportant feature of this Is that the vertices that fora this dlagraa 

are dressed. 

In order to exaalne the dlagrnaaatlc content of these equations, 

substitute Eq. (4.3a) Into Eq. (4.2) to give (for the purposes of this 
(3) discussion we neglect the contact dlagrna t ) 

f ( , , . f « 2 » . f ( 2 J g I F i 2 > „ , ^ . « 1 J F J 2 » ^ J „ , + g T J ; , , 

• A 2 ) * l F
d

2 , < l > 0 « l a
M

d
2 ) ( o ) G T i B ) M 7 ) 

la 
Iterating Eq. (4.3) to lowest order and substituting Into Eq. (4.7) gives 

f m , f ( 2 , t r m f j : P m | l | 0 B i j p W t u , 

• f ( 2 , g £ F d
2 ) (I MiS^M*,2* <«)<]£ * / d

2 , + (.l) ' .. • (4.8) 
la J 

Fig. 10 shows the content of this equation which should be coapnred with 
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Pig. 6 which shows all diagrams arising In perturbation theory (froa a 

Lagrang!an In which there is only • B »iB interaction) to fifth order In the 

coupling constant. If all propagators Include the baryon dressing (I.e.. 

have poles corresponding to physical Muses) then Eq. (4.8) Includes all 

diagrams arising frost the perturbation expansion. In particular, 

Figs. 6(b). 6(e) and 6(g) are contained in the second tern of Eq. (4.8). 

Fig. 6(c) Is contained in the third tern while Fig. 6(d) arises fro* the 

fourth tera. Figs. 6(f) and 6(h) are also contained in the second tern of 

Eq. (4.6) by virtue of the baryon dressing. 

Our aain reason for introducing three-body unltxrlty at this stage was 

to shed soae light on the problea discussed in Sec. III. There It was 

found that Iterating a potential consisting of a pole and crossed diagraa 

constructed froa the bare vertices of the Lagranglan gives an Inconsistent 

result due to the exclusion of soae dlagraas froa the Llppaann-Schwinger 

equation that are iaportant In the context of renoraalisatlon. As we have 

Just seen, these dlagraas are Included in the three-body equations. The 

three-body equations clearly Include dynaalcal processes not present in a 

two-body description that will be lapnrlant above the pinn production 

threshold, naaely the foraation and decay of nB and pB states described by 

T._ . However for low energy scattering processes these effects will be 
XB 
*»all and can be neglected. This will decouple Kqs. (4.3) giving us 

Ti;».[t<".i^'(„«vi2,,«"]«"«'ii,»-
The only difference between this and the approach outlined in Sec. II Is 

that now the vertices appearing In the crossed diagraa are dressed and have 

an energy dependence. The solution of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.B) involves an 

apparent self-consistency, to the extent that Eq. (4.2) gives f provided 

T.('* IS known, while to solve Eq. (4.9) for T*!' we need ( { t ) . However 
HI? nH 

Eq. (4.9) for T^'(K) requires f*! '(p,e>E-w). where w Is the energy of the 
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spectator plon, while Eq. (4.2) for f (p.e) requires T* (e). To avoid 
BB 

this "self-consistency" we need to approxlaate the energy dependence of the 

vertices In the crossed dlagraa. flratly we note that. If we include the 

factor of Z 2 for the Internal baryon propagators, then each vertex 

appearing In the crossed dlagraa Is fully renormaliaed. I.e.. of the form 

l.t Z , and therefore should reproduce the experimental coupling 

conatant. Secondly, for low energy scattering, we are walnly Interested In 

energies E < ••2w . This weans that the vertices f (c) needed for the 
PI w 

crossed dlagraw are at an energy e - E-w < •,.•• • At these energies, f 
W It 

Is a real function, having no contribution to two-body unltarlty. It 

therefore is appropriate to neglect Its energy dependence and take the 

vertices In Eq. (4.6) to be 
f ( ,Np:E> * rJ2,<P> . (4.10) 

where the subscript R is to indicate that the coupling constant should be 
(2) adjusted so that f' yields the phyaical coupling constants. Hence in the 

2 2 crossed dlagraa we use the vertex of Eq. (A2) with f „„ - O.OSu (p nR). 
UNW O 

which ensures that the physical iNN coupling constant Is reproduced. 

Although the bare uNN, «NA and «AA coupling conatanta are related by the 

bag aodel. there Is no reason to expect that the renoraallsed coupling 

constants extracted froa f will be in the sane ratio. Ideuly, if the 

aodel works perfectly, the renoraallaed coupling constants should all 

reproduce the experimental valuea. Hence rather than take the coupling 

constants in the crossed dlagraa to be in the bag ratloa, we take 

f N | |:3f .j. • 1:2 as dictated by experlaent Since experimental guidance 

as to the the value of the «AA coupling Is unclear, we use the bag nodel 

ratio for f IMI/'.AA- T n * effectiveness of approxlaatlng the aoaentun 

dependence of the dressed vertex by that of the undressed vertex is 

Illustrated In Fig. 11 where we ahow the bare vertex function f(p) * u(pR) 

(solid curve), and the equivalent, appropriately noma Used, ilrnsneil 
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function f(p) ~ f N N(P: H
N)/P (dashed curve) for a typical cnsc. 

For consistency, the pole d lag ran should Include a factor of 7. on 

each external leg (but no factor of Z for the internal haryon line). This 

can be done by using 

f0 E4 f,NN ( 4 • " > 
(2) Instead of f as the coupling constant for the vertex f appearing In 

Eq. (4.2). 

The above discussion aeans that the only changes needed to the 

equations of Sec. II Is to use the experimental coupling constant In 
(2) vertices contributing to the crossed diagram and f In the vertex f of 

Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5). Also Eq. (2.30) becomes 

f ( l , ( • ) 
«R * T N N 0 N _4 • „, . . , _. 
f*NN = f O f ( 2 T 7 V Z2N" ( P0 R' M *2' 

firNN , P0 ) 

Since Z depends on f and not on f and Z Independently, the above 

prescription avoids the problems of self-consistency In calculating Z 

alluded to just before Eq. (2.1). Me now adjust f to obtain the 

experimental coupling constant from Eq. (4.12) and use Eq. (4.11) to 

determine the bare coupling constant f . 
UNN 

V. THREE-BODY EQUATIONS: RESULTS 

Now that we have a model in which we have eliminated the incnnsistency 

between the calculation nf the renoraalIsat Ion and thp scattering we can 

begin to examine Its consequences. The first case considered Is In the 

absence of the contact or Roper pole diagrams. In Fig. 12 (solid curve) we 

show the resulting hare cnuplii.g constant f . Z and the bare unci eon 
HNN ZN 

mass for a rnnge of hag rndll (Ihe dashed curve shows results ohtallied when 
the coupling constants in the crossed dlngi-tims vertices are In the hag 

(I.e. Sl)(0)) ratios). The most notnhle difference between this and the 
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earlier results In Fig. 5 Is that the bare coupling constant now remains 

relatively stable as the radius Is reduced. The corresponding P phase 

shifts for a radius of 1 fa are shown in the solid curve of Fig. 13. 

Clearly some other source of attraction Is required to Make the phase 

shifts change sign. 

Toe next step la to Include the contact dlagraa. The renoraalIsation 

results with the plon decay constant f set to the experimental value of 

93 NeV In the contact tera. are shown In the dash-dotted curve of Fig. 12 

(the dotted curve Is with the crossed diagrams coupling constants In the 

bag ratio). In this case, the bare coupling constant Is significantly 

lower than was the case without the contact dlagraa, over a large range of 

bag radii. This has the effect of significantly reducing the repulsive 

nucleon pole dlagraa which, when coablned with the extra attraction of the 

contact dlagran, greatly improves the fit to the P phase shifts as can be 

seen In Fig. 13 (for R » 1 fa, dashed curve). In Pig. 14 we coapare these 

phase shifts (solid curve) with those obtained If the coupling constants In 

the ciossed diagram are In the bag ratios (dashed curve). As can be seen, 

using the physical coupling constants as dictated by our foraallsa results 

In a better fit. 

It Is interesting to see If the fit can be iaproved by ad HOC 

adjustaent of the plon decay constant f . It Is round that Increasing the 

strength of the contact dlagraa (which adds needed attraction) also 

decreases the value of the bare coupling constant and consequently the 

strength of the repulsive nucleon pole dlagraa. This combined action means 

that f only needs to be reduced from 93 to 90 NeV in order to prnauce the 

excellent fit shown in the solid curve of Fig. 15. (The dashed curve Is 

H t h f » 93 MeV.) In this case, we have R " I fa, f u * 0.0459, 
z „ u " 0.69B2, m'°' - 1086 MeV. This fit In quite remarkable In the context 

of recent invest I Rat Inns of the P channel (that Iterate potentials 
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generated froa the CBN In a Llppaann-Schwlnger type equation) which have 

all required the inclusion of the Roper pole dlagraa In order to produce 
3 5 

enough attraction to cancel the repulsive nucleon pole ' In these 

analyses, even though the phase shifts are Bade to go through 90* at the 

physical Roper aass. the shape Is coapletely wrong at lower energies. In 

contrast, our aethod succeeds by reducing the strength of the nucleon pole 

rather than trying to cancel it by adding aore attraction. The question of 

whether one should reduce the repulsion or Increase the attraction is 

laportant In the vNN syetea were the pole and non-pole parts of tfcw P 
16 aaplltude enter Into the calculation In differing ways In view of thl?. 

in Fig. 16 we show the phase shifts froa the non-pole part of the 

aaplltude. T* (dashed curve) aa well as froa the full naplitude (solid BB 
curve) for the case of R * 1 fa and f - 90 NeV described above. Ne note 

here that T* gives rise to a resonance without the explicit Introduction 
2 of the Roper in teras of bag states ((»».) 2 su'- T n e addition of the pole 

aaplltude has the effect of shifting the resonance to higher energy. 

Despite the success obtained without the Roper pole. It is Interesting 

to exaaine the effect of including It. As usual, with f set to 93 MeV we 

adjust the bare coupling constant to obtain the correct renr:«<ilised 

coupling constant while the bare Roper ansa Is adjusted to aake the phase 

shifts go through 90* at the correct energy. For R - I fa we find 

f M 1 1 - 0.0418. Z, M - 0.7112. a' 0* - 1076 MeV and a' 0' - 1640 MeV with the 

P.. phase shifts shown In the dotted curve of Fig. 13. The poor fit in 

this case is an Indication that one should not adjust the Roper bare aass 

to get the phase shifts through 90* without slaultnneously satisfying 

three-body unltarltv-

Unfortunately. It would appear that the price to be p a H for the 

laproveaent In the P.. phase shifts is a reduction In the quality of the 

fit In the P-- channel. Using the pnraaeters that gave the best fit to the 



P (I.e.. R - 1.0. f - 90 NeV) results In the fit shown In Pig. 17. In 

this calculation the bare delta aass la adjusted so that the phase shifts 

paas through 90* at the delta mass. The fact that the width la so saall Is 

an Indication that the aaount of renoraallsatlon of f U A la Insufficient. 
who 

This is best Illustrated by calculating the quantity n of Ref. 2 which Is 
r 

a coaparlaon of the degree of renoraallsatlon of the vNN and wNA coupling 

constants. In our notation this Is 

f » » fnNN 
f f R 

g f" "NN «N& 

g f" 
*N& sim 

(5.1) 

where the aatrlx g Is given In Eq. (AS). Analagously to Eq. (4.12), the 

renorsallsed uNft coupling constant Is given by 

#R f0*m fttB ( p0 ,'ll ) ,a . _. 
«* " ~ * N 7 r<2>io ) 2 f l U < P ° ' ' m fnNa ( po ) 

(52) 

and Z_A la taken to be 
2A 

Z2A * [" " k C ^ V ] -1 
(53) 

The quantity n as a function of bag radius Is shown In Fig. 18 for the 

case of no Roper pole and f • 93 NeV. This shows that the renoraallsatlon 

of f ̂  is less than that of f , In contradiction with the physical vnlue 

of 1 5 n * 1.5. 

The final application we wish to consider is the P._ and P.. partial 

waves. These are Independent of the bare coupling constant, having 

contributions only froa the crossed and contact dlagraas. Using the 

parameters giving the best P. fit, naaely R - 1 fa and f - 90 MeV, we 

obtain the results Illustrated In Pigs. IP and 20. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have examined the Implications of calculating the rennrnnlisntInn 
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of the CBN wNN coupling constant using the saae series of diagrams that 

arise In a Llppaann-Schwinger type calculation of the phase shifts. We 

find a large discrepancy between this approach and that which is obtained 

by using only those dlagraas to second order in the bare coupling constant. 

This discrepancy can be attributed to the omission of a certain class of 

dlagraas froa the Llppaann-Schwinger equation which are important in the 

renoraallsation due to cancellation. These dlagraas are Included In a 

description of the nN systea that respects two and three body unttarity hy 

correctly Incorporating two-plon states. At energies below the two pion 

threshold these equations can be approximated in a way that provides 

greater insight Into how the crossed dlagraa should he treated In the two 

body Llppaann-Schwinger equation. In particular, the uOR vertices that 

fora the crossed diagraa should have the physical rather than bare coupling 

constant, since the two-body Lippaann-Schwinger equation does not 

contribute to the dressing of these vertices as It Includes two body 

unitarlty only. On the other hand, the vertices In the pole dingraa are 

dressed when the Lippaann-Schwlnger equation is solved. When this is put 

into effect, the bare coupling constant required to reproduce the 

experimental value Is significantly less than previously. As a result, the 

repulsion In the P. channel Is reduced enabling laaense improvement in the 

fit to the phase shifts without necessitating the int induct ion of extra 

attraction. 
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APPENDIX 

Ne use the version of the CBN In which the pton couples to the quarks 

throughout the bag voluae . The Lagrangian expanded to second order in the 

plon field Is 

.2 * - (|c,(x)3q(x) - B}e y - |q(x)q(x)Ag • | O M * V 

• ~ f . < X ) Y V T - 3 . • Q U i e - ^ q ( x ) y V (•«9 t)q(x)e Zi 5- \i~ V .2 - " \i- V H 41 H 
(Al) 

where q(x) and *(x) are the quark and pion fields, f Is the plon decay 

constmt and B is the bag energy density. A Is a surface delta functlnn 

and 0 Is one Inside and zero outside the bag. After projection onto the 

subspace of baryons consisting of the nucleon, delta and Roper (assuming 
2 the Rnper to be a (is. ) (2s. ) configuration) in the usual way, the 

Interaction part of this Ldgranglan yields a B~ITB vertex, a nB»nB contact 

tera as well as a B"imB vertex. In the present work we neglect the B~nnB 

vertex, taking the regaining two teras 89 the driving terns for our 

description of the nN systea. The foraulas we present here are after 

partiJI wave expansion, suitable for use in the partial-wave expanded 

equations presented in the aain text. 

The basic vertex function Is 

f 
< : > • 

4 it I flNN PK~oG.o<P> > UslVaT % O 0 B 0 

P 

(A2) 

with 

fu w 
s 3 - =* • « «B' 2R WW 

fR a i,lpr| 
drr 

L P 

u r a V 
II R • >m>s( . (A3) 
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u(pR) 
3J,<pR> 
~~pR (A4) 

and the aatrix of coefficients g „ given by 
ap 

a * g . _ _ 
5 2^2 54 
4./2 5 \JZ* 

5> 2/2+ 5* 2 

W 2 ( W 1 n 
3Wj(y 2 - 1) (A5) 

Here w. and w„ are 2.04 and 5.40 respectively and w • w. If a « N- A and 1 2 a 1 
w • y. If a • R. w is the energy of the pi on. The first tern) of a z p 
equation (A3) Is the sane as arises In the surface-coupling for* of the CBM 

Mhlle the second tera only contributes to vertices that involve a ls-2s 

quark transition. 

Froa this vertex and the baryon propagator we can construct the 
(2) crossed dlagran which will contribute to the potential t . giving 

. (2)tJTcrots. , _, r- AZ), %.L. , _ k,(2). ,,.tJT t „ (p.p';E) - > f „(p)d (p,p';E)f (p' )A _ , 
Y»» 

(A6) 

with 

d^p.p';E) - 2n 
PL(x)dx 

(P 2 ,2 
• D ' + 

2 \% 2pp'x • • ) - w Y Y P 
(A7) 

where P, Is the Legendre polynoalal of order L and 

.1JT 3 -2j2- * ~ * * * * V T B fl I t ) 2 

AaBYL" T*Ll •aVaV' 1* 0 00 

Ta 1 TY 

t J s p 

a Y 
L t 1 

(A8) 

where J • (2J*I) and a and 1 are the spin and inonpln of baryon a 
a 01 

(2) 
respectively. 

The contact dingrna. which also contributes to t'"' consists of three 

parts, the first arising froa the tine derivatives in the Utgranglan and 

the second two froa the spatial derivatives. 
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where 

and 

t ^ s r c ^ t { p t p , ) m _ _ 
f>>^V 

[T U >'" , » C . 
JT 
a0 

• J ffi,ffi],*,ir"» < P * r ) . 

SI 

S2 

- J^prJJ^p'r) 

and the coefficienta B and C ar* 

# ._ a -a.*J»T -Ta+T*l*l 

1 , B J t \ 

a I 1 a . < > < 

and 

C JI - *,/6ll N0g-0(-n ° B 

orB o B orB 
1 1 1 
i T T . a B 

(A9) 

(A10) 

^-•,.HVil>4.(¥)i,(¥)-1(¥)i.(¥)] 
[p'VprU^lp'D - pJl+1(pr)Jt(pT)] (All) 

^"• . - I :4 .W J .W' '« (^ J «N 
(A12) 

(A13) 

(AH) 

The coefficient antrlcea g' and g" are given by 
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10 8/2 , 0 

8/2 20 8--
/3 

JO 8/2 10 
^ /3 3 

A 0 /2 
o -2/15 0 

/3 
^2 

(Air.) 

and the normalisation coefficient Is 

1 
2(w a - 1, "VV (AIK) 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Dlagraaaatlc content of the CBN Lag rang Ian. (a) B*-*B vertex, 

(b) nB-nB contact tern and (c) B«-nnB vertex. 

Fig. 2 The non-pole amplitude, t 

Fig. 3 The dressed »NN vertex. f ( 1 > . 

Fig. 4 The self-energy. £ . 

Fig. 5 The bare coupling constant, nucleon Navefunctlon renomalisatlon 

and bare nucleon M S S as functions of the bag radius. The solid 

curve Is with the truncation described in the text, the dashed 

curve Is without truncation and the dotted curve is without 

truncation and Including the contact dlagran. 

Fig. 6 All contributions to the vertex function up to fifth order In the 

coupling constant in a aodel with only a vertex Interaction. 

Fig. 7 All contributions to the derivative of the self-energy up to 

fourth order In the coupling constant In a aodel with only a 

vertex interaction. The cross Indicates which propagator the 

derivative acts on. 

(2) Fig. 8 The disconnected nB*-miB amplitude, P' . 

Fig. 9 The disconnected nnB-inrB aaplltude. N 
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Fig. 10 Dlagraaaatlc equivalent or Bq. (4.8). The aaall clrclea repreaent 

a on-partlcle Irreducible amplitude. 

Fig. 11 The bare (aolld curve) and renoraallsed (daahed curve) vertex 

functlona. 

Fig. 12 The bare coupling conatant. nucleon mvefunctlon renornallaatlon 

and bare nucleon aaee aa functlona of the bag radlua ualng the 

renoraallsed coupling conatant In the crossed dlagraa. Solid 

curve la with the croaaed dlagraa aa the only contribution to 
(2) t , daahed curve la the aaae but with croaaed dlagrana coupling 

conatanta In bag ratios, daah-dotted curve la with croaaed and 

contact dlagraae while the dotted curv la the aaae but with 

coupling conatanta in bag ratloa. 

Fig. 13 The P phaae ahlfta for a bag radius of 1 fa and f • 93 NeV. 

The aolld curve la with only the crossed dlagraa contributing to 
(2) t . the daahed curve la with croaaed and contact dlagraas while 

the dotted curve la with croaaed. contact and Roper pole dlagraas. 

ExpertBental data la froa Ref. 17. 

Fig. 14 P.. phaae ahlfta with crossed and contact dlagraa* and 

f - 93 ' V. Solid curve la with physical coupling conatanta In 

the croaaed dlagraa, daahed curve <s with coupling conatanta In 

bag ratio. Experlaental data la froa Ref. 17. 

Fig. 15 P 1 ( phase shifts with crossed and contact dlngraas. Solid curve 

la with f - 90 NeV, daahed curve has f - 93 MeV. Experimental 
• n 

data 1* froa Ref. 17. 
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Fig. 16 The total (solid curve) and non-pole (dashed curve) P phase 

shifts for R • I fa. f = 90 NeV. crossed and contact diaieraas 
n 

|2) contributing to t Experimental data is frn« Ref. 17. 

Fig. 17 The P phase shifts corresponding to the dash-dotted curve in 

Fig. 12. Experimental data is fri ' Ref. 18. 

Fig. 18 Ratio of renorarallsation of f ... and f .,,,. n . 
i?Na TINN r 

Fig. 19 P.„ phase shifts for R » 1 fa, f - 9fc NeV. Experimental data is 13 II 

rroa Ref. 18. 

Fig. 20 P phase shifts as for Fig. 19. Experimental data is from 
•S1 

Ref. 18. 
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